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Closure Recipe Mathematically Enables 
Truncation of Plasma Fluid Equations

The absence of a secure, Physically defensible
closure for coronal/wind plasmas

has plagued the field from its inception

The relative ease of the fluid description
explains, but does not justify, the temptation 

to close them with “band-aid” closure recipes

Worse still, such “band-aids”
make the physical conclusions

from the modeling less than compelling 
e.g.
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Must there be an Energy Source Here?

T

Only if the heat law is physically defensible there:  It’s not! 
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Fig. 1. 

1.2 < 1J < where the value of E is close to 0.12 E0 or 180 
e-volts. This would mean that the tt:llllJI'I'ature 1'11 the corona is 
(more o1· less) constant ot·m· a large regiou. 

§ 4. Discussion. 
The question now arises whether this result is n. mere 

coincidence or whether it has a physical meaning. It is 
striking that the temperature corresponding to 180 t•-volts is 
of the same order of magnitude as found in § 2 A n.nd C. 
On the other hand it would seem to be verr absurd to thi11k 
of a solar atmosphere being more or less isothermic at so high 
a temperature. But we must uot forget that the corona is 
very thin so that the radiation losses are small. Ho\vever, 
we must study the problem in more detail. 

For the temperature distribution in the corona it is of 
importance tohere the high energy '(larticles are supplied, in 
other words, where the »heating» takes place. According to 
§ 2 F there are good reasons to believe that the high energy 
particles are supplied by the lU'Oininences or by a prominence-
like activi.ty in the chromOSllhere, so that the • heating• occurs 

> 0

Energy Equation Source Term

q = �(Te)rTe

I.  The Coronal Temperature Maximum
 With Spitzer (1953) Heat Law as the Leverage:
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II.  1968 Hartle & Sturrock, using Spitzer Closure
and coulomb interacting 2-Fluid Equations, concluded: 
Model incomplete since predictions disagreed with 1AU wind observations

Whether their conclusion is attractive to one’s physical intuition or not,

their conclusion is not inescapable, since an invalid (Spitzer) closure was

used in the solution between the corona and 1AU for the predictions.

III. Parker Solar Probe 2018-

PSP Theory Web-Ex J.Scudder, 1/24/19

currently faces a similar dilemma in its quest to explain THE
formation mechanism for the corona and its sustenance of the
observed solar wind states.

Replication of the data, while necessary for such explanations,

also must be obtained from internally consistent model equations,

including a physically defensible closure whose premises

are not contradicted by the fluid solution profiles it enabled.
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Spitzer’s Heat Law
q = �(T )rT

is perturbative (linear) in the Knudsen numberK

taking a form like
q ' O(1)nmw3

thK

K ' �mfp

L
<< 1

very rapidly                      is no longer
small in corona and solar wind;

This closure is still commonly used low in the 
corona / solar wind expansion

K(r > 1.05R�)
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6

postulating a role for wave heating or other additions to the
expansion beyond coulomb collisions (Olbert 1983, Landi &
Pantellini 2003). Exospheric models with empiricaly moti-
vated boundary distribution functions can also produce high
speed winds without wave heating or momentum addition ( ).
Nonetheless, 21st century fluid and MHD modeling and eval-
uations of new mechanisms to explain the corona’s tempera-
ture inversion and extremes of solar wind behavior commonly
still use the S-B closure, notwithstanding its inappropriate-
ness.

Variations of KP from two recent simulations of the so-
lar wind are presented in Figure 1, where digital data (pri-
vate communication S. Cranmer and B. Chandran, 2013) have
been organized to illustrate the size and radial variation of
KP(r) ' Ek across the modeled inner heliosphere. These solu-
tions assumed an ad hoc “cross-over” hybrid heat conduction
model for closure that smoothly transitioned between S-B and
a saturated model (Hollweg, 1976). The authors report that
the S-B form dominated inside the vertical red dashed line at
H=4. These models were presented to demonstrate the ef-
fects of modeled wave damping to enhance agreement with
high speed observations at 1AU, as attempts to redress the
perceived inadequacies of the heat conduction supported two
fluid model. The shaded region in the figure denotes the valid
KP regimes for S-B closure known at the time of this research
and still considered as current. The wind solutions inconsis-
tently used S-B heat law (green arrow) between 0.05 < H < 4,
the region of the dominant acceleration and maximum coro-
nal temperature regimes (orange dotted line). As shown in

Knudsen and MFP Profiles
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FIG. 1: Radial variation of pressure Knudsen number, KP (red), di-
mensionless parallel electric field, Ek (blue), and (orange) tempera-
ture from two recent solar wind models: dash-dot curves (Chandran
et al. 2011); solid curves (Cranmer et al. 2007).

Figure 1 at small altitudes, H, collisions usually ensure that
the pressure Knudsen number is very small, KP  10�3, near
the stellar surface. Expected precipitous rises are seen in both
indices of non-uniformity: KP,Ek as motivated by exponential
atmosphere e↵ects, Scudder and Karimabadi 2013.

The failure of S-B for KP > 0.01 above the shaded region
of Figure 1 is properly viewed as the collapse of the perturba-
tion basis for its modeling of the heat flow, rather than the heat
flow as a physical process is no longer important for describ-
ing the plasma. Little is known about the theoretical integrity
of the fluid description of the plasma when mathematically
closed, as in these solutions, with a heat law that is invalid.
[As shown below such solutions are predicated on eVDF’s
that are unphysically negative when KP > 0.01 is violated.]
Given these uncertainties the argued need for new processes
to explain the corona’s formation and solar wind parameters
(such as those used for the profiles in Figure 1) may be more
apparent than real, since they are predicated on an unphysical
underlying description of heat flow.

The implications of the non-monotonic temperature profile
of the corona are frequently summarized by implicitly suppos-
ing the S-B heat law form and closure is applicable at this apex
of the profile. Appealing to Fourier’s law has the same incor-
rect results and is also indefensible for a plasma with temper-
ature apex parameters of density and temperature. If the S-B
heat law closure form were defensible at the maximum T then
the energy source term there

r · q = �qr2T > 0, (3)

would be positive, implying a source of internal energy being
supplied at the apex. However, at the temperature maximum
(orange) in Figure 1 KP � 0.07, violating the upper bound
of the S-B necessary condition: KP < .01. Accordingly, the
absence of a valid heat law form and that the S-B form is in-
valid at the temperature apex vacates the heat source infer-
ence. Accordingly, the non-monotonic temperature profile is
not definitively a site for internal energy supply to the plasma,
leaving its origin still an open research problem.

The fluid closure developed for the present paper suggests
that steady, non-perturbative heat flow generally moves in the
direction of Ek; for the solutions shown in Figure 1 Ek is
always away from the sun below the temperature apex; this
pattern contradicts the sense of Spitzer’s heat flow below the
coronal temperature maximum embedded in these solutions
that models heat as flowing from the temperature maximum
down to the solar surface - essentially without justification. A
possibility that is left is that heat supply to and across the tem-
perature apex region may still explain the temperature profile,
since the internal energy profile is the residual of the plasma’s
total energy minus the rapidly increasing energy being trans-
ferred into the accelerating flow. The steady state conservation
of total energy flux per strd F implies

Fe = Fn
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IV. S-B Heat Law INVALID 

Dimensionless Ek⇤
K > .01

⇤since 1980
K
(H

)
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Since usually                          ,it is usually ignored(!)

But       drives the wind
and enforces quasi-neutrality!

Ek

It’s Large with proper (Dreicer) ruler,      

@1AU

Non-Ideal
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Ek ' 10�6(|Ue ⇥B|)/c

Ek

ED
⌘ Ek ' KP + TF(qk) + 0G.O.L.k =
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Thermal Force = Friction in Plasma with No Bulk Slippage

PSP Theory Web-Ex J.Scudder, 1/24/19

iVDF
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qk

Ek

ED
⌘ Ek ' KP + TF(qk) + 0

This conservation law shows that
 large Knudsen number

and strong dimensionless     
are virtually synonymous,

making this precisely the regime
where runaway phenomena

impact the transport and heat flux
as well as the thermal force

KP

Ek

TF
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Ek

ED
⌘ Ek ' KP + TF(qk) + 0

As a conservation law,
dimensionless electric field

grows with
the Knudsen number 

Ek

KP ⌘ �mfp

L

Also, well known that
the parallel electric field
ultimately determines
the size of asymptotic 

wind speed

Ek

U1

•

•
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And,     is responsible
for supporting quasi-neutrality

Ek

And     is responsible 
for the number density fraction    of

runaway electrons with
their impact on transport

like heat conduction

Ek

•

•

And, quenching parallel currents: 
from all causes, including:

(i) preferential acceleration of 
species

(ii) the thermal force:      

Jk

TF
qk

•

�F
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1. Weakening Collisions  Knudsen     up;  
Dimensionless Electric Field     increases

KP

Ek

II. Finite       implies finite             KP Ek
III. Existence of      enhances      Ekqk

IV.  “For any finite     there is a fraction      
of electrons in runaway” -H. Dreicer

Ek �F

Fuchs et al ’86
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Dreicer 1959-1960

runaway conditions green = halo fit fraction

fuchs_vs_dreicer_implication_delta_7_27_18
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And    is responsible 
for producing the skewness     

of eVDF  (we will return!)

Ek

And    is responsible 
for bifurcating the eVDF

Ek•

•

When             
             runaways are totally

                negligible = the regime where 
                Spitzer could be valid

Ek<<< 1

From Observations
What Constraints are

there of     ?Ek

•

•
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< U > km/s
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scattering, star ward runaways at so will progress along B to-
wards the star until inside the observer (s < so) where they
(i) mirror; (ii) are pitch angle scattered; or (iii) precipitate into
the loss cone. The small probability for precipitation suggest
that processes (i) and (ii) will induce a substantial sunward
runaway fraction from so that eventually returns through the
observer’s (so) locale at di↵erent times, moving away from
the star.

Four immediate questions the SERM model must answer
are how can such strong Ek: (i) be consistent with, rather than
disrupt, quasi-neutrality by runaway production; (ii) enforce
zero parallel current; (iii) sustain a steady heat flow; or (iv)
explain observations in the solar wind.

To achieve a steady state, the initial SERM premise is that
the density fraction implied by the time average of UD tran-
sits at all pitch angles and allowable energies must balance
the promoted runaway density fraction �F lost by that local
observer, yielding a global-local compatibility condition:

Z

UD(Ek(x)
fUD(w, x) d3w = ne�F(Ek(x)), (6)

where the limits of integration reflect the phase space outside
the velocity separatrix that separates the OD and UD sub-
fluids, and w = v � U is the random velocity of the electron in
the ion rest frame with velocity U.

The second SERM requirement is that Jk = 0, implying
that the UD electron number flux in the ion rest frame should
represent a neutralizing return current, equal and opposite to
the starward OD number flux Ohmically forced by Ek. Thus,
SERM’s second requirement becomes:
Z

OD(Ek)
fOD(w)w · b̂ d3w = �

Z

UD(Ek)
fUD(w)w · b̂ d3w, (7)

where the limits of integration are complementary, but to-
gether cover all of velocity space. To enforce the integral
conditions of Eqtns( 6-7) a function space for f (v) is cho-
sen with minimal free parameters. Dreicer’s arguments from
the kinetic equation already suggest that a natural form for
the OD population is a drifting Maxwellian, which is also
adopted here. Finding solutions for the remaining free pa-
rameters would illustrate how the runaway physics of finite Ek
constrains the shape parameters of the UD and OD groups to
satisfy the broad overall goals of quasi-neutrality and steady
state (Cf Appendix-1).

SERM assumes that eVDF0 is approximated by a spher-
ically symmetric function of kinetic energy in the ion rest
frame (as indicated in Figure 2) that (i) is continuous between
(OD) thermal and (UD) supra thermal regimes; (ii) permits a
spectral break at the minimum kinetic energy for runaway E;
(iii) the OD population is reasonably assumed to be a trun-
cated (drifting) Maxwellian below E; and (iv) the UD sub-
space modeled either by: (a) a possibly di↵erent (drifting)
Gaussian; or (b) a (drifting) power law in speed. Model (a) for
the UD part of the eVDF has the wider solar wind data base
for comparison and will be explicitly developed here. Similar
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FIG. 2: Assumed non-local kurtotic energy spectrum, f o(E), com-
patible with the local runaway hypothesis explored in this paper. It
possesses a supra thermal density fraction, �F , for energies above
a break kinetic energy E with two truncated Gaussian components
with ratios of semi logarithmic derivatives indicated in the ratio
⌧ =

p
Tth/Ts. The interrelated parameters for the symmetric shape

of f o are �F ,E and ⌧ all determined by Ek using Eqtns(2-3).

tendencies are seen with the power law model. This chosen
function space allows departures from a single Maxwellian,
but does not enforce any relationship between spectral in-
dices of the OD and UD regimes, although it builds in the
Ek dependence of any possible hinge point at E. Specifically,
there is no a priori preference for lepto-kurtic, platy-kurtic,
or Maxwellian forms for compatibility with the runaway mor-
phology.

It is important to motivate why a mono-directional local
process like runaway production towards the proximate star
might produce the observed near isotropy of the non-thermal
eVDF. If all collisions were elastic, the returning, astropause
headed, runaway would have a comparable kinetic energy and
sign reversed cosine of pitch angle as when they left; the
plasma at so is almost collisionally transparent to their tran-
sit, allowing “passage through” so as UD particles within the
supra thermal pattern of Figure 2, but now heading towards
the astropause. Thus, supra thermal runaway in near symme-
try in the presence of a preferred orientation of the acceler-
ating force is a zero’th order manifestation of the nearly re-
versible recirculation of the UD particles in the star’s increas-
ing B field and that the sites of runaway promotions occur both
inside and out of the observer’s position. The collisions expe-
rienced can change the runaway’s returning pitch angle and
can also cause some star ward runaways to precipitate into
the chromosphere. Away from E almost all pitch angles are
equally eligible for promotion into stellar runaway, leading to
a similar range of pitch angles occupied for those mirroring
runaways. The OD particles are maintained nearly isotropic
by strong collisions, and remain nearly so if their Ohmic drift
is subsonic (Dreicer 1959, 1960).

Directional bias is still required to support the counter drift-
ing OD and UD components. In terms of spherical harmon-

5

ics, these counter drifts would be represented by small admix-
tures of odd spherical harmonics Ym

2`+1 that are orthogonal to
the spherically symmetric description of the SERM eVDF0

shown in Figure 2. These odd harmonics do not contribute to
the density of either UD or OD subcomponents.

Three shape parameters Ek, �F , ⌧ beyond the eVDF’s total
density and pressure are required to specify the spherically
symmetric eVDF of Figure 2. The zero current SERM eVDF
for finite KP,k requires an additional drift parameter µ for the
OD population that determines the counter drift for the UD
population and the size of the heat flux (Scudder 2018).

The small parameters of SERM are the respective thermal
mach numbers in the ion rest frame of the OD and UD flows.
By observation these parameters are small, allowing the shape
parameters of Figure 2 to be determined without solving si-
multaneously for the counter drifts and the heat flux. Below,
attention is focussed on predicting the inter-relationship of the
shape parameters needed for the two Gaussian form of f (v)
in Figure 2 that will be suitable for comparison with similar
characterizations in solar wind observational archives.

The expected runaway density fraction �F(Ek) has been
found as the moment over UD trajectories outside the sepa-
ratrices numerically determined from Fuch’s Langevin model
(Fuchs et al. 1986). �F are a (1-1) function of Ek alone (cf.
blue curve in Figure 3). Satisfying Eqtn 6 using the supposed
eVDF function space yields a transcendental non-linear rela-
tionship between, [Ek, �F(Ek), ⌧] given by

�F

1 � �F
=

e�$
2

⌧3

p
⇡Er f cx($⌧) + 2$⌧p
⇡Er f ($) � 2$e�$2

(8)

where Er f cx(y) ⌘ ey2
Er f c(y). Since $ and �F are both func-

tions of Ek, Eqtn 8 implies that ⌧ is a 1-1 function of Ek as
numerically shown by comparing the red and blue curve in
Figure 3. The red curve for the ratio of OD and UD mean
energies Es/Eth ' Ts/Tth = ⌧�2 is seen to be 1-1 and anti-
correlated with �F , and, therefore 1-1 and anti-correlated with
Ek . The green hinge point break point energy E curve is also
inversely correlated in a 1-1 manner with �F because of Eqtn
5. Since Es/Eth � 1 SERM has also just selected the lepto- vs
platy- kurtic property commonly observed in the solar wind
eVDF.

The observed range of these non-thermal properties of the
solar wind electrons is shown by the thick colored bars along
the perimeter of Figure 3. The magenta colored bar indicates
the range of �F seen at 1AU over 14 years of solar wind condi-
tions (Feldman et al. 1975, 1978, 1979). The vertical dashed
lines from these extremes intersect the red ratio of mean ener-
gies curve, predicting an expected range of Ts/Tth (indicated
by the red horizontal dash-dot lines) that corresponds with the
observed range of �F . Thus SERM almost perfectly predicts
the observed range of temperature ratios indicated by the thick
red vertical bar from the solar wind literature; higher ratios are
implied by SERM for lower �F , a property that is also known
for many years, but never explained. SERM also suggests
the observed 1AU range (4-7) of E indicated by the olive bar

(Feldman et al. 1978). SERM’s suggested range for Ek(1AU)
is indicated by thick blue line on right edge of Figure 3 us-
ing the magenta observed range of �F . The few estimates of
Ek(1AU) in the literature are in this range e.g. (Scudder 1996,
Issautier et al. 1998). A parallel study using Helios data fully
confirms the SERM suggested range of Ek (Scudder 2018h).
The bulk speed dependence from Helios of Ek(U) has already
been used in the red curve for �F obsvsUobs(Ek(U))) in Figure
1.

The highly reproducible values of ⌧(U), �F(U),E(U) in
1AU solar wind data are explained by SERM through their
common ties to Ek. The organization with solar wind speed
can be viewed as determined by the requisite Ek(U) required
for a quasi-neutral wind of speed U. Since Ek is the ultimate
extractor of the wind, an alternate view of this organization
with U is their common dependence on Ek These explanations
of the properties, their interrelationships and reproducibility
of the ubiquitous lepto-kurtic form of the solar wind eVDF
are the first of their kind since their initial reports 50 years
ago (Montgomery et al. 1968).

FIG. 3: Behavior implied by Eqtn 8 for the expected correlated non-
thermal properties of of the SERM eVDF at a given runaway number
density fraction, �F at the specified dimensionless parallel electric
field Ek predicted by runaway (Fuchs et al. 1986). All parameter
curves crossed by a given vertical line are correlated properties in the
same VDF. Ranges of solar wind electron parameters, from decades
of observations for properties with a given colored curve, are shown
by the thick, same colored bar on the plot perimeter.

The return current requirement of SERM in Eqtn 7 achieves
three notable things: (i) Jk = 0; (ii) ensures the star does not
charge; (iii) makes the UD population discernible in the eVDF
if only by its counterposed drift to that of the OD population.
Together with SERM’s Eqtn 6 the fourth notable achievement
is (iv) that the lowest order eVDF consistent with coulomb
physics is skewed, carrying a non-perturbative heat flow, qk, a
result that follows from the finding that the lowest order eVDF
is kurtotic for finite Ek. With SERM’s specific preference for
lepto-kurtic shapes comes the fifth notable result: (v) the heat

6

Global Local Condition in Steady State

g($2) =

RUNAWAY

AKA:  in steady state runaways do not leave ions unshielded...
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ics, these counter drifts would be represented by small admix-
tures of odd spherical harmonics Ym

2`+1 that are orthogonal to
the spherically symmetric description of the SERM eVDF0

shown in Figure 2. These odd harmonics do not contribute to
the density of either UD or OD subcomponents.

Three shape parameters Ek, �F , ⌧ beyond the eVDF’s total
density and pressure are required to specify the spherically
symmetric eVDF of Figure 2. The zero current SERM eVDF
for finite KP,k requires an additional drift parameter µ for the
OD population that determines the counter drift for the UD
population and the size of the heat flux (Scudder 2018).

The small parameters of SERM are the respective thermal
mach numbers in the ion rest frame of the OD and UD flows.
By observation these parameters are small, allowing the shape
parameters of Figure 2 to be determined without solving si-
multaneously for the counter drifts and the heat flux. Below,
attention is focussed on predicting the inter-relationship of the
shape parameters needed for the two Gaussian form of f (v)
in Figure 2 that will be suitable for comparison with similar
characterizations in solar wind observational archives.

The expected runaway density fraction �F(Ek) has been
found as the moment over UD trajectories outside the sepa-
ratrices numerically determined from Fuch’s Langevin model
(Fuchs et al. 1986). �F are a (1-1) function of Ek alone (cf.
blue curve in Figure 3). Satisfying Eqtn 6 using the supposed
eVDF function space yields a transcendental non-linear rela-
tionship between, [Ek, �F(Ek), ⌧] given by
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where Er f cx(y) ⌘ ey2
Er f c(y). Since $ and �F are both func-

tions of Ek, Eqtn 8 implies that ⌧ is a 1-1 function of Ek as
numerically shown by comparing the red and blue curve in
Figure 3. The red curve for the ratio of OD and UD mean
energies Es/Eth ' Ts/Tth = ⌧�2 is seen to be 1-1 and anti-
correlated with �F , and, therefore 1-1 and anti-correlated with
Ek . The green hinge point break point energy E curve is also
inversely correlated in a 1-1 manner with �F because of Eqtn
5. Since Es/Eth � 1 SERM has also just selected the lepto- vs
platy- kurtic property commonly observed in the solar wind
eVDF.

The observed range of these non-thermal properties of the
solar wind electrons is shown by the thick colored bars along
the perimeter of Figure 3. The magenta colored bar indicates
the range of �F seen at 1AU over 14 years of solar wind condi-
tions (Feldman et al. 1975, 1978, 1979). The vertical dashed
lines from these extremes intersect the red ratio of mean ener-
gies curve, predicting an expected range of Ts/Tth (indicated
by the red horizontal dash-dot lines) that corresponds with the
observed range of �F . Thus SERM almost perfectly predicts
the observed range of temperature ratios indicated by the thick
red vertical bar from the solar wind literature; higher ratios are
implied by SERM for lower �F , a property that is also known
for many years, but never explained. SERM also suggests
the observed 1AU range (4-7) of E indicated by the olive bar

(Feldman et al. 1978). SERM’s suggested range for Ek(1AU)
is indicated by thick blue line on right edge of Figure 3 us-
ing the magenta observed range of �F . The few estimates of
Ek(1AU) in the literature are in this range e.g. (Scudder 1996,
Issautier et al. 1998). A parallel study using Helios data fully
confirms the SERM suggested range of Ek (Scudder 2018h).
The bulk speed dependence from Helios of Ek(U) has already
been used in the red curve for �F obsvsUobs(Ek(U))) in Figure
1.

The highly reproducible values of ⌧(U), �F(U),E(U) in
1AU solar wind data are explained by SERM through their
common ties to Ek. The organization with solar wind speed
can be viewed as determined by the requisite Ek(U) required
for a quasi-neutral wind of speed U. Since Ek is the ultimate
extractor of the wind, an alternate view of this organization
with U is their common dependence on Ek These explanations
of the properties, their interrelationships and reproducibility
of the ubiquitous lepto-kurtic form of the solar wind eVDF
are the first of their kind since their initial reports 50 years
ago (Montgomery et al. 1968).

FIG. 3: Behavior implied by Eqtn 8 for the expected correlated non-
thermal properties of of the SERM eVDF at a given runaway number
density fraction, �F at the specified dimensionless parallel electric
field Ek predicted by runaway (Fuchs et al. 1986). All parameter
curves crossed by a given vertical line are correlated properties in the
same VDF. Ranges of solar wind electron parameters, from decades
of observations for properties with a given colored curve, are shown
by the thick, same colored bar on the plot perimeter.

The return current requirement of SERM in Eqtn 7 achieves
three notable things: (i) Jk = 0; (ii) ensures the star does not
charge; (iii) makes the UD population discernible in the eVDF
if only by its counterposed drift to that of the OD population.
Together with SERM’s Eqtn 6 the fourth notable achievement
is (iv) that the lowest order eVDF consistent with coulomb
physics is skewed, carrying a non-perturbative heat flow, qk, a
result that follows from the finding that the lowest order eVDF
is kurtotic for finite Ek. With SERM’s specific preference for
lepto-kurtic shapes comes the fifth notable result: (v) the heat
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confirms the SERM suggested range of Ek (Scudder 2018h).
The bulk speed dependence from Helios of Ek(U) has already
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The highly reproducible values of ⌧(U), �F(U),E(U) in
1AU solar wind data are explained by SERM through their
common ties to Ek. The organization with solar wind speed
can be viewed as determined by the requisite Ek(U) required
for a quasi-neutral wind of speed U. Since Ek is the ultimate
extractor of the wind, an alternate view of this organization
with U is their common dependence on Ek These explanations
of the properties, their interrelationships and reproducibility
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The return current requirement of SERM in Eqtn 7 achieves
three notable things: (i) Jk = 0; (ii) ensures the star does not
charge; (iii) makes the UD population discernible in the eVDF
if only by its counterposed drift to that of the OD population.
Together with SERM’s Eqtn 6 the fourth notable achievement
is (iv) that the lowest order eVDF consistent with coulomb
physics is skewed, carrying a non-perturbative heat flow, qk, a
result that follows from the finding that the lowest order eVDF
is kurtotic for finite Ek. With SERM’s specific preference for
lepto-kurtic shapes comes the fifth notable result: (v) the heat
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ergy, E � E, defined in lower right Figure 1. (ii) Figure 2(R) illustrates with 4 years of Wind 3DP data
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Figure 2: Four year (1995-1998) statistical inventory of Wind 3DP estimates of (L) halo density fraction �F,⇤ of eVDF
vs 1AU wind speed, U. Dots and flags represent mean and variance, assuming �F,⇤ is log normally distributed and
(R) suprathermal to thermal temperature ratio Ts/Tth vs suprathermal density fraction �F,⇤. Percentage color coding in
speed bins are based on frequency of occurrence in equi-spaced logarithmic bins of �F,⇤.

another unexplained relationship: the exceedingly strong and tight anti-correlation between the suprather-
mal to thermal “temperature” (T j ⌘ P j/n jk) ratio and the suprathermal density fraction, �F , ⇤. (iii) Figure
3 (below) reveals another striking internal correlation between estimates of �F,⇤ and estimates of the dimen-
sionless electric field "⇤ with nearly three orders of magnitude variation of �F,⇤. This coordination at present
has no known explanation.

2.2.4 Breakpoint Energy E: The average kinetic energy E of the spectral break between core and halo (indi-
cated in Figure 1) is reported to be proportional to the core’s fitted mean temperature [10].

Figure 3: Red dots indicated binned averaged estimates
from Wind 3DP data of "⇤ determined from the kinetic en-
ergy location of the observed spectral break (cf Figure 1),
and �F,⇤ estimated by integration outside the spherical shell
with radius determined by the break point energy. The thin
theoretical curves in this figure are runaway density frac-
tion predictions by the asymptotic estimates of Dreicer [8]
(black) and the more precise and applicable analysis by
FCLDS [12] (red).

Attempts have been made to relate E with the ki-
netic energy of electrons of zero total energy in the
e↵ective heliospheric potential of exospheric theory
[10]. This association is undercut by exospheric
theory’s suggestion that the entire electron solar
wind mass flux should be determined only by elec-
trons with kinetic energies above E, with the mean
flux of electrons below this energy vanishing in the
sun’s frame. By observation the low energy elec-
trons on average move in the sun’s frame with a bulk
speed nearly the same as (' 90%), but below the
protons, contradicting simple exospheric theory’s
prediction that the electron bulk speed should only
be supported by those above E.

The reported scaling in the solar wind eVDF
of the break point energy E / kT is of the same
type as minimum runaway kinetic energy thresh-
old scaling inferred by Dreicer ([8, 9]) and Fuchs,
Cairns, Lashmore-Davies and Shoucri, (FCLDS),
[12]. Dreicer’s asymptotic formulation for very
small " and high minimum energy runaways sug-
gested E = (3/")kTe. The more complete Langevin
analysis by FCLDS suggested a better minimum energy for runaway should be E = (

p
3/")kTe; FCLDS’s

work demonstrated that Dreicer’s condition surely identified some runaways, but did not identify the lowest
energy for all runaways.

4

Wind 3DP Strong Correlation of Tsupra/Tth vs �F

Predicted by Runaway and Finite Knudsen Transport Model

N = 370, 257

1AUeVDF is Lepto-kurtic!
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Figure 4: Electron core and supra thermal drift velocities (bottom and top panels respectively) as a function of
the collision rate. The black thick dots are the most probable values along with the error bars; the solid lines are
a exponential fit of the form given by v1 = v0 exp(�A1 F (x0, ↵).

drift velocities. If zero current is globally maintained in the solar wind frame, the core drifts sunward to
compensate for the large anti-sunward strahl bulk speeds. The halo drifts anti-sunward as well. Statisti-
cally the (Maxwellian) core drifts with respect to the solar wind protons and this drift speed seems to be
a simple function of the collision rate, as expected. In the collisionless limit, the electron core-proton drift
is large and super-Alfvénic, of the order of 180 km/s (which is about 3-4 times the local Alfvén speed),
and may be limited by a electron core-proton or heat flux instability and could be a source of Alfvén or
whistler waves.

Electron Strahl Scattering:
As mentioned above, recent observations (Maksimovic et al., 2005; Vocks et al., 2005; Štverák et al., 2009)
strongly suggest that the halo electrons could be (at least in part) strahl electrons that are backscat-
tered and pitch-angle diffused by some mechanisms that still remain unidentified. A strong candidate
for such a mechanism is electron pitch-angle scattering by electron-scale plasma waves. Indeed, electron-
scale whistler fluctuations propagating sunward at k ⇥ B0 = 0 can undergo strong cyclotron-resonant
wave–particle interaction with anti-sunward propagating supra thermal electrons. If acting on the elec-
tron strahl, this process can lead to an increase of energy in the strahl electrons perpendicular to B0.
Through self-consistent PIC simulations, Saito and Gary (2007a) have studied the response of a strahl-like
component to whistler fluctuations from two different sources. They showed that the whistler anisotropy
instability (T?c

/Tkc > 1) mainly scatters low-energy core electrons and leads to strahl pitch-angle dis-
tributions that decrease in width with increasing electron energy. However, both PIC simulations (Saito
and Gary , 2007a,b) and quasilinear models (Vocks et al., 2005) demonstrated that a broadband f

�3

power spectrum of whistler fluctuations, as observed in the solar wind (Denskat et al., 1983; Salem et al.,
2007), scatter suprathermal electrons with an efficiency that increases with electron kinetic energy, re-
sulting in strahl pitch-angle distributions that increase in width with increasing electron energy. Recent
Wind observations of eVDFs up to one keV (Salem, 2000; Ogilvie et al., 2000; Vocks et al., 2005; Pagel
et al., 2005, 2007) show strahl features with such a broadening. Above 2 keV, the isotropic super-halo
could very well be due to complete pitch-angle scattering of the strahl (Vocks et al., 2005). Therefore,
the width of strahl pitch-angle distributions is an observable property that can provide insight into the
processes responsible for strahl broadening (Saito and Gary , 2007a). Furthermore, Pagel et al. (2007),
using ACE data, reported a connection between strahl pitch-angle broadening and enhanced magnetic
field fluctuations at frequencies below 3 Hz, concluding that their results are consistent with pitch-angle
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flow is suggested to be parallel to the direction of Ek and it is
determined by the di↵erence of enthalpy fluxes of the OD and
UD populations, a morphology noted in the data inventory of
solar wind data (Feldman et al. 1975). XXX In this way the
SERM model provides a first quantitative theoretical expla-
nation for the ubiquitous, non-thermal, counter drifting core-
halo type solar wind distributions documented documented
since 1968 (Montgomery et al. 1968, Feldman et al. 1975,
1978, 1979). Previous steps in SERM’s direction include
model kinetic equation (Scudder Olbert 1979), enhanced ki-
netic equation modeling (Olbert 1983) and Monte-Carlo cal-
culations (Landi and Pantellini 2003). However, SERM has
reduced the problem to its essence: the size and implications
of Ek in the self consistent problem.

SERM is significantly di↵erent from the exospheric pic-
ture that while keeping the eVDF positive everywhere, ig-
nores collisions altogether, identifies positive and negative en-
ergy states with the supra thermal and thermal electron pop-
ulations, but cannot produce sunward particles in the supra
thermal energy range (except by boundary conditions), nor ex-
plain why positive energy states should be spectrally di↵erent
from the negative energy states (except by adjusting bound-
ary conditions for this purpose), nor explain how the negative
energy electrons move nearly with the ions, as observed.

In SERM the Coulomb collisions and finite Ek are included
from the outset; together they (i) proscribe the partition and
lowest order features of a kurtotic eVDF; (ii) explain the bifur-
cation of velocity space; (iii) produce di↵erent prehistories for
UD and OD electrons; (iv) stress the system’s quasi-neutrality
by the ohmic response of the OD electrons; (v) require the
return current of the UD damped particles, (vi) dictate the
density fraction of UD particles in steady state to shield the
protons, and (vi) produce the skewness for a lowest order heat
flux and exhibits strahl morphology in the high speed wind
(as shown below).

In a similar manner the conduction band in a metal is the
zone where global potential di↵erences are resolved, where
currents flow till they are resolved and where heat flows as a
corollary of the induced gradients and the finite random speed
distributions of the particles. The UD electrons are conceptu-
ally the thermal and electrical conduction band of an inhomo-
geneous fully ionized plasma; the analogue of the crystalline
lattice is the background ions of the quasi-neutral gas with
which there is significant frictional coupling, and where the
OD electrons come to a Drude-like equilibrium that through
UD return current drift ensures Jk = 0 equilibrium.

Rework Placement Another aspect of this model is that in
the solar wind the details of its support for the moment closure
of its steady state is amenable to observations test: a common
feature of the highest speed winds is an astropause headed
pitch angle enhancement of pitch angles at intermediate en-
ergies called the strahl or ray. Figure 4 shows an illustrative
SERM eVDF using high speed solar wind parameters that is
consistent with observations; it shows magnetic field aligned
pitch angle enhancements can occur in the SERM model when
the OD electrons are driven hard by the stronger Ek that ac-

companies higher speed winds. The top inset shows sections
(black) along and (cyan) perpendicular (cyan) to the magnetic
field direction, while the bottom inset shows a contour picture
of the skewed non-thermal eVDF sampled in a plane contain-
ing the magnetic field made up of both UD and OD popula-
tions. The SERM model suggests the strahl feature gradually
emerges as Ek increases, that is synonymous with increasing
wind speeds. This figure also shows with its more widely
spaced contours at higher energies the lepto-kurtic character
of the eVDF predicted by the SERM model and invariably
observed. The displacement of the OD and UD populations
in opposite directions along B yield zero current and a clear
skewness, indicative of heat flow. The predicted eVDF of
SERM represents the first kinetic explanation of supra ther-
mal heat flow support observed in the solar wind that is so
antithetical to the predictions of Chapman-Enskog and Spitzer
Braginskii approaches. At the same time this explanation also
explains the size of nearly all non-thermal shape parameters
of the observed solar wind eVDF, including many mysterious,
but ubiquitous correlations between them that have until now
remained unexplained for the last 50 years.

While the zero current behavior was shown to be consistent
with the IMP observational data (Feldman et al. 1975), the
SERM model shows that Ek is the causal agent of this back-
ward shift of the OD population and the return current because
it unquestionably forces the thermal electrons to represent a
steady current in the ion frame, unless the global return cur-
rent accompanies its attempt to enforce quasi-neutrality with-
out simultaneously disrupting it. In the fast wind transport
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FIG. 4: Example SERM electron VDF with counter drifting OD and
UD populations, that also shows feature that is often referred to in
the literature as the strahl. Parameters are appropriate for high speed
wind, where the strahl is preferentially reported. The strahl formation
is correlative to the zero return current formation and not introduced
artificially.

modified SERM eVDF distributions show (Figure 4) mag-
netic field aligned extensions that are remarkably similar to

7
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Finite Knudsen Number Closure Scheme

Generalized Ohm’s Law

• Bifurcation of electrons by runaway physics motivates two electron sub-fluids
• Protons represent third fluid.
• Use 1 fluid continuity equation and quasi-neutrality
• Use 1 fluid momentum equation with no collisional coupling
• Use the electron total fluid momentum equation with collisional coupling to
protons ! E
• Use the over damped sub-fluid momentum equation with collisional coupling
to underdamped electrons and protons to constrain the underdamped drift speed
• Use total electron internal energy equation
• Use the ion internal equation with assumed closure (adiabatic).
• Assume zero parallel current relates slippages of two electron sub-fluids.
• Use the eVDF dependence on E determined by runaway physics to define
eVDF completely, once total electrons moments are known.
• At each step of ODE quadrature the eVDF, its heat flux, and collisional
coupling are known by velocity space quadrature, providing CLOSURE of the
3-fluid level description.

with Thermal Force

k

Guiding Principle:  Steady Transport with 0 Jk

1st Non-Perturbative Result: qk = |a|Ekb̂
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1.2 < 1J < where the value of E is close to 0.12 E0 or 180 
e-volts. This would mean that the tt:llllJI'I'ature 1'11 the corona is 
(more o1· less) constant ot·m· a large regiou. 

§ 4. Discussion. 
The question now arises whether this result is n. mere 

coincidence or whether it has a physical meaning. It is 
striking that the temperature corresponding to 180 t•-volts is 
of the same order of magnitude as found in § 2 A n.nd C. 
On the other hand it would seem to be verr absurd to thi11k 
of a solar atmosphere being more or less isothermic at so high 
a temperature. But we must uot forget that the corona is 
very thin so that the radiation losses are small. Ho\vever, 
we must study the problem in more detail. 

For the temperature distribution in the corona it is of 
importance tohere the high energy '(larticles are supplied, in 
other words, where the »heating» takes place. According to 
§ 2 F there are good reasons to believe that the high energy 
particles are supplied by the lU'Oininences or by a prominence-
like activi.ty in the chromOSllhere, so that the • heating• occurs 

qPS
k = |a|Êkb̂

qSpitzer

Can it Explain the Inverted T?   Forthcoming

Post Spitzer Heat Flow along Ekb̂
Alfven 1941

PSP Theory Web-Ex J.Scudder, 1/24/19
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Non-Thermal Electrons

Ubiquitous

Ubiquitous

Coulomb Collisions Quasi-Neutrality
Ubiquitous

Ubiquitous

Finite

Astro-Plasmas

Organized by Mass Dependent Forces

Steady Strong r’s

Non-Thermally Impacted Transport

Ubiquitous

Gravity / Rotation

Non-perturbative Heat Flow in Quadrature

KP , Ek

⇤ ⇤

⇤
In LTE KP ' Ek # 0, recover Maxwellian C-E Expansion

Will Permit Velocity Filtration E↵ects Prohibited in LTE MFD

PSP Theory Web-Ex J.Scudder, 1/24/19
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1. Explains why there is an omni-present core, halo (and strahl) features in 
eVDF by embedding runaway physics in transport

II. Quantitatively recovers 50 years of electron parameters including:
(a) suprathermal number fraction

(b) lepto-kurtic form of suprathermals
(c) observational size of kurtosis

III. Runaway separatrix identifies two velocity space zones
 for electrons:  that are candidates for separate sub-fluid

treatment, with exchanges between and with ions
IV. Requiring zero current and force balance

using 2 electron sub-fluids, ions and exchanges,
including the thermal force, puts the electron 

closure problem in quadrature with:

V. Heat flow a solution profile, not an algebraic 
point wise, local relation 

VI.  Heat flow direction generally parallel to Ekb̂

PSP Theory Web-Ex J.Scudder, 1/24/19
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